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the arizona constitution - lawyers - in german, the word is gedankenversuch english, it is known by the
familiar term “thought experiment .” as arizona approaches the centennial anniversary of statehood, there is
much to commend the idea that the drafters of united states history and government - u.s. hist. & gov’t. –
june ’13 [5] [over] base your answers to questions 14 and 15 on the map below and on your knowledge of
social studies. source: robert a. divine et al., america past and present,scott, foresman and company, 1987
(adapted) 14 which conclusion is most clearly supported by the information in the map? political parties and
democracy - university of arizona - litical theorists were at the founding, and remained a century and a half
later, silent on parties.1 the founders of the american republic tried to create institu- tions in which parties and
ﬁfactionsﬂ would wither; yet parties appeared when
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